HOIST OPTIONS

JIB OPTIONS

Fixed
- 35 5/8” / 53 7/8” / 61 ¾”

Adjustable
- 35 5/8” – 53 7/8”
- 53 7/8” – 61 ¾”
- Jib adjusts without tools or hydraulics

HYDRAULIC CONTROL KITS

- Directional control valves
- Stackable sections
- Manual cable control
- Air shift control

HYDRAULIC REAR STABILIZER

- Stabilizer with heavy duty rear bumper
- Requires three section control valve pkg.

CONTAINER VARIABLE SYSTEM (CVS)

- Automatic container positioning on the hoist
- Allows up to 2 foot shorter bodies than normal to be mounted on the hoist

HYDRAULIC PUMPS

- Direct mount
- Bushing styled gear pumps
- Fixed displacement

SHELF ASSEMBLY

- Body Lock shelf assembly allows for shorter bodies on select models

ELECTRIC OVER HYDRAULIC VALVE KITS

- 2 – Section control valves
- Toggle switch controls with wiring harness
- 12V power plug
- Powder coated enclosure
- Easy plug-in Installation

DUAL REAR ROLLERS

- Heavy duty
- Beveled rollers
- Available on select models